
APPENDIX 1  

Large and small-scale agriculture in the HTRB 

Agriculture’s political and media coverage often far outweigh its economic ranking. 
Having shrunk from 4.1 to 2.1 percent of GDP (World Bank 2006) since 1985 agriculture 
at the EU level provokes more discussion as an icon of cultural heritage (landscape 
nostalgia) than as an economic engine. However, agricultural dominates land use and 
economy in the HTRB. Current agricultural production systems (Figure A1) are 
structured by sets of feedback loops1 that buttress each other in sustaining high-volume 
intensive production (R1a, R1b, R3), expanding markets (R2), and driving down prices 
(R3). Farmers in the HTRB now compete for resources within a global production 
structure whose rising throughput coincides with parallel declines in community well 
being, resource quality (B2) and biodiversity in all SESs based on commodity crops 
(Jones and Meadows 2002). We look at each of these feedback loops in turn before 
considering their relationship to each other. 

In many places in the world (including Hungary) intensification of agricultural practices 
rapidly increases tangible profits through crop yield increase. Intensification often begins 
with investments in big areas of land (land consolidation) that enables restructuring farms 
into larger fields where it is efficient to increase intensity of agricultural technologies 
(fertilizers, pesticides and heavy machinery usage). Opportunities from rising profits, 
connected with globalization processes such as liberalization of capital flows and trade, 
manifest as pressure for further agricultural intensification closing the two intrinsically 
related growth feedback loops (R1a, R1b). Escalating crops yields increase supply over 
demand leading to price decline, which potentially could reduce farm profits, eventually 
slowing down the growth (balancing feedback loop B1). However, big industrial farms 
can compensate these losses through a subsidies structure (Myers 1998) that is molded 
through their lobbying power to favor intensification (R2). Moreover, overproduction 
nurtures market expansion, re-establishing a supply/demand balance (B2) at higher 
levels. Feedback loops R2 and B2 effectively neutralize mechanisms (loop B1).  

Intensification growth has different consequences for big and small farms. Small farms 
profits decline (R3a) due to lack of investment capacity or easy access to markets and to 
subsidies that support extensive farming practices. As a consequence extensive land use 
shrinks through either land consolidation (on lands suitable for intensive farming) or land 
abandonment (especially in marginally productive areas). Agricultural production 
continues to rise even as the number of farmers declines in Hungary. New cohorts are not 
replacing the older generation of farmers. In the transition from manufacturing to service 
economy, urban skills and income require months, not decades, to master, and most rural 
youth commute or move to cities 

                                                 
1 Reinforcing feedback loops (R) reinforce any change by sustaining the same direction of change (either 
increasing or decreasing) as the signal passes around the loop. Hence, spiraling ever upward or ever 
downward. Balancing feedback loops (B) promote balance by reversing any initial change such that the 
change is in the opposite direction by the time the signal reaches the starting point in the loop.  
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Figure A1.1 – Patterns of interaction between environmental, economic and social factors 
associated with agricultural production and land use change in floodplains along 
Hungarian reaches of the upper Tisza river. 

 

Some smaller-scale farmers develop the entrepreneurial skills or connections to set up 
niche market (ecological or regional) brands (Bridge 5), often exporting to lucrative 
Western European markets. Specialized production combined with multiple handiwork 
skills (carpentry, plumbing) from off-season urban jobs give some farmers the Variety of 
Rural Income Sources needed to cope and, in a few cases, thrive. However, 
entrepreneurship remains rare after fifty years of socialist command-and-control 
economy, prompting a variety of EU initiatives (Bridge 10) to reverse perennial rural 
decline and ease entry of the Eastern European bloc. Shifting subsidies from mass 
production to more sustainable methods (CAP reform) reflects a continental paradigm 
shift to modernize farming along sustainability lines (Supporting measures for small and 
medium farms). However, this shift has not yet been translated into a fundamental 
restructuring of the system. 



 
The mechanisms described above through the use feedback loops suggest that this system 
is driven into the regime of intensive agriculture (accompanied with characteristic land 
use changes) through processes at national and global scales. Defenseless against these 
changes many local communities follow a downward spiral of environmental and 
community degradation. Interventions designed to support small and medium farms, 
although highly desired, lack the necessary development and reinforcement of institutions 
through their integration in the emerging governance framework (“structural backbone”) 
required for long-term success. Also, they devote too much of their few resources to 
ameliorate negative consequences at the “end of the pipeline” where the full force of all 
processes accumulate, rather than addressing the inputs that feed these processes (growth 
drivers). The real leverage lies in redesigning the whole system, which is obviously very 
challenging as it needs to deal with the inertia and power of global processes. 
 


